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Karlos is the oldest of his 2 brothers Kevin and Kalvin and of his cousin Kaylin. The four of them run

New Orleans with an iron fist. With their father stepping down and handing the thrown to Karlos and

his brothers they have to live up to everything Kaine has built. Karlos aka Killz is a straight Savage!

He does not play about his family or their business that stretches from Louisiana to Miami. All about

his business, and pretty much nothing in between, love was never in the agenda. As fate would

have it, he has a change of heart when he meets the sexy, Kylee Ricci.Kylee is the oldest of her

three sisters, Kimmora, Kelly and Keira. They are from Italy but moved to the states with their drug

dealing father after their mother died giving birth to the twins Kelly and Keira. The sisters are head

strong, smart, beautiful and extremely close. Life as they know it changes dramatically when Kylee

finds herself unintentionally falling for Killz the Savage from New Orleans.When the Royals meet the

Ricci's, it is one hell of a ride! Infidelity, shoot outs, robberies and betrayal at an all-time high.

Through it all, will love prevail? Or will the dangerous lives of the Royals fill the sisters hearts with

regret? Find out what happens when the Royals give their hearts to New Orleans Savages in

between the pages of this captivating read.
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I love this book couldn't put it down until I finished reading it,I have 're-read this book 4 time you are

a great author can't wait for some more of your books.

The best book I read in a long time. I hope they come out with a part 2. Because I need to see them

as daddy Crazy is not the word

This book made me laugh and cry it was easy to fall in love with the characters my favorite couple of

top was Kylee and karlos an the entire group was great Love it!!!! I will

Loved this book. The storyline was easy to follow and well thought out. Loved how each men made

sure their women were taken care of

This book was great and it kept me on the edge of my seat... If you haven't read this book then get

to it!!

Great book. Waiting on part 2...

This book had the potential to be so great. I loved the characters and the drama they went through.

It was realistic and not the perfect love story. It showed that we all have problems, flaws, & make

mistakes. How we bounce back and come back will determine who we are. I think it reminds me of a

book "who wants that perfect love story anyway." Love is a journey we take chances on. I loved all

the couples. Now Karlos psycho self was bae. I just loved that Kylee made him work hard and didn't

forgive easily. Those Royal boys were a force to be reckoned with. I just wished we had more of

each one of them to be complete. The drama was there but not all over. It could have been a bit

more added. It was like they were high but had problems taken care of people. I mean they find out

everything but how you miss the obvious. Now the cons of the book. Errors and sentence structure

killed the book. Almost every sentence I read had an error. I don't know if it's the authors or editors

of Miss Candice presents. I can say that I've read numerous books by the publisher and they have



the same problem. I beg you to please edit and more stars will come. Also, I know there is love at

first sight but come on now. They were either in love & sex quickly or sex fast & saying I love you. I

love romance like all people but give them time to get to know each other. Sex I know sometimes

happen quickly but love after a week (ijs). Good potential but need a little work.

This storyline kept my attention. The characters were well developed with enough information on

them to understand their role in the story. This book will have you laughing out loud. I love how the

author had me feeling like I knew the characters especially Karlos. This is a story about love, trust,

cheating, and family. What a great read. This is my first book from this author but not my last. Loved

it!
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